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1) Do you have a vision condition or impairment that  by glasses, contacts or surgery that affects your ability to drive safely?

2) Do you have any physical or mental conditions or impairments that affect your ability to drive safely?

*If a) What is the condition or impairment?: _______________________________________________________________________________________________

b) Describe how this affects your ability to drive safely: ___________________________________________________________________________________

3) Do you use alcohol, inhalants, or controlled substances to a degree that affects your ability to drive safely?

*If a) Describe how your use affects your ability to drive safely: _______________________________________________________________________________
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You are required to report any mental or physical condition or impairment that affects your ability to drive safely. You are not required to report all your health conditions – only those
that affect your ability to drive safely. DMV will use your answers to the following questions only for the purpose of determining your eligibility for an Oregon license. If you have a
condition or impairment that makes you unable to safely operate a motor vehicle, you are not eligible for a license until you have provided additional medical information and/or
passed DMV tests. 

MEDICAL CERTIFICATION EXPIRATION DATE

Do you now have, or have you ever had, an instruction permit, identification card,
commercial driver license or driver license from Oregon issued in your name or any

(CIRCLE)

other name or other Oregon driver license number?

DMV

isclosure of your Social Security number (SSN) is mandatory for issuance, renewal or replacement of your driver license or identification card under ORS 807.021(1) .
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Excepted interstate ( ) - Your selection right and signature below certifies you operate or expect to operate a CMV in interstate commerce 
but engage exclusively in transportation that is excepted from all or parts of the qualification requirements of 49 CFR part 391 shown on the 
back of this form. 
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